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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Orgalime is committed to participation in the CEN-CENELEC SME Working group1 as an “SME 
champion” with a view to the follow-up of the 58 recommendations of the CEN-CLC SME access 
report2.  As highlighted in the report, national trade associations play a key role in raising 
awareness of the role of standards and standardisation among their SME membership. Based on 
this experience, Orgalime participated in the work of the CEN/CENELEC JWG 208 to draft 
“Guidance for writing standards taking into account micro, small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) needs”3. 

Orgalime has been specifically asked to provide concrete examples of best practices with regard 
to the way its trade associations inform their company members on standards or standardisation 
projects relevant to their sectors or disciplines (i.e. electrical, electronic, mechanical, metallic and 
metal-working products and related processes). 

15 associations out of 33 Orgalime members have responded to our enquiry (see questionnaire 
and list of respondents in annex). Most of the trade associations that are very active in 
standardisation activities have responded. With the exception of Slovenia, we received no 
answers from members in the new Member States. We are aware that in some countries, trade 
associations have no mandate from their company members to provide them with information on 
standards or standardisation activity. ORGALIME member associations confirm that a high 
proportion of their members are SMEs. Most answers come from large countries or countries 
where our industry traditionally is very active. Thanks to concrete examples provided they show 
the active role that trade associations play, at national level, in raising the awareness of their 
member SMEs about the role of standards and participation in the standardisation process. 

                                                
1
 All documents related to the CEN-CLC SME-WG are available on ftp://ftp.cen.eu/PUBLIC/SME-WG/ 

2
 “SME access to European standardization” by Henk de Vries, Knut Blind, Axel Mangelsdorf, Hugo Verheul, Jappe van 

der Zwan, August 2009 
3
 Now released as CEN/CENELEC Guide 17 (June 2010). 

ftp://ftp.cen.eu/PUBLIC/SME-WG/
http://www.cenelec.eu/NR/rdonlyres/88D06BD5-CA51-479D-A416-AB1F3BE67E66/0/SMEAccessReport20090821.pdf
ftp://ftp.cen.eu/BOSS/Reference_Documents/Guides/CEN_CLC/CEN_CLC_17_E.pdf
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MAIN OUTCOME 
 

 All respondents declared that they receive sufficient information and advice from their 
National Standardisation Bodies (e.g. from the NSB web sites, newsletters, or on request). 

 2 out of 3 trade associations provide information on the content of standards or set(s) of 
standards that have relevance for their members. A small majority even provide education, 
training and advice to help their SMEs implement standards in their business processes. 

 Half of the respondents managed to negotiate reduced prices for standards or sets of 
standards for their members, both SMEs and larger companies. 

 12 out of 15 inform their members about standardisation projects that are relevant to their 
sectors or disciplines, thanks to supporting information from their respective NSBs. 

 Only 5 out of 15 have negotiated with their respective NSBs special conditions to facilitate 
access to standardisation TCs for their member companies. 
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INFORMATION ON STANDARDS 
 

1: NSBs generally provide trade associations with sufficient advice on 
the relevant standards that are available to their members in Belgium, 
Denmark, Germany, Finland, France, Italy, Slovenia, Spain, Switzerland 
and the UK. 

- In Belgium, the websites of the Belgian national standards bodies (NSBs) such as NBN 
and BEC (in the electrical field) provide a search engine for standards. In the decentralised 
functioning of the Belgian standardisation system, AGORIA has taken over responsibilities 
from NBN regarding the management of a number of national mirror committees. Hence, 
AGORIA has direct and timely information on new work item projects (NWIPs), which is 
frequently communicated to member companies via a daily electronic newsletter.  

- In Denmark, the NSB – DS –publishes newsletters for specific sectors, e.g. construction. 
DS also offers a service to companies for receiving updates related to their specific area of 
interest. Furthermore, information can be collected via the DS website. DS also offers free 
training to company representatives wanting to participate in standardisation working 
groups. The Danish Orgalime member DI, the Confederation of Danish Industry, covers all 
industries and services. Therefore, it is up to DI‟s different sector and branch member 
federations to give information on specific standards. DI takes care of more horizontal 
information as well as general standardisation policy issues. 

- In Germany, information on standards in the mechanical field is provided directly by 
VDMA under its direct responsibility for the DIN department for mechanical engineering 
(NAM). General information is available in circular newsletters and on websites. For 
specific questions, desk officers in DIN and DKE offer their advice free of charge. See also 
page 75 in “SME access to European Standardisation”.  

- In Finland, NSBs such as SFS provide information to our member, Technology Industries 
of Finland, via web sites and newsletters only. 

- In France, standardisation is organised in a particuliar way: AFNOR is the coordinator of 
25 standardisation offices which cooperate closely with trade associations. AFNOR 
provides specific information and additional help to the SME associations, for example by 
creating overviews and summaries of various standards. See template/example below and 
follow the link for more examples.  

 

AFNOR Example: Information Fiche that presents standards for use by very 
small companies. Low Voltage Electric installations – questions to answer. 
What is the content of the standard? 
For whom is the standard intended? 
What is its status? 
To what extent should the standard be applied? 
What are the other reference documents that are useful to consult? 
What is the origin of the standard? 
Is there any linked certification mark or label ? 
What use for the company? 
Where to get more information? How to get the standard? 
Key words describing the content. 

 

http://www.cenelec.eu/NR/rdonlyres/88D06BD5-CA51-479D-A416-AB1F3BE67E66/0/SMEAccessReport20090821.pdf
http://www.afnor.org/index.php/profils/situation/artisans/normes-utiles-aux-tpe
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For the mechanical field, UNM (Union de Normalisation de la Mécanique) provides advice 
on the relevant standards via a website where all new standards are listed, via newsletters 
and on request through a Question/Answer service. Similarly, in the electrical field, UTE 
(Union Technique de l‟Electricité) has set up a website with all the necessary information to 
meet our member FIEEC‟s companies‟ needs.  

 

 
Usually, engineers in charge of sectors within the NSBs have sufficient knowledge to help 
and advise the companies.  

http://www.unm.fr/fr/produits/Archivesnorm.htm
http://www.ute-fr.com/FR/
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- In Italy, UNI informs our member ANIMA via a website and specific communications by 
email. 

 

- In the Netherlands, NEN, the Dutch NSB, provides information about standards and 
standardisation activities e.g. via their website, sectoral electronic newsletters and 
magazines directly to relevant companies and other interested parties. FME-CWM only 
plays a marginal role in this, while some of its associated sectors of industry cooperate 
with NEN on a case-by-case basis by means of so-called „partner pages‟ on their websites 
containing sector specific information on standards maintained by NEN for free. However, 
due to shortcomings in the standards selection mechanism, these „partner pages‟ have not 
been as successful as hoped. 

- In Spain, the standards organisation AENOR periodically sends out to AFME, a sector 
member of our Spanish member Confemetal, a CD-Rom with a recent update of the 
catalogue of national standards, which is also available on its website. In addition, it sends 
an Excel file with the information regarding the status of standards about to be adopted as 
national standards in each relevant sector.  
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- In Switzerland, our member SWISSMEM can contact the SNV mainly on request or 
whenever problems or discussions occur. 

- In the United Kingdom, BSI makes a great deal of information about standards publicly 
available. It makes comprehensive information available to our member associations 
BEAMA and GAMBICA for the product areas that they cover, and for those standardisation 
activities in which they participate. Similarly, trade associations have access to most 
standards in the electrical sectors, which enable our member associations to identify the 
relevant issues for their members. 

 

2&3: About half of Orgalime members provide information on the content 
of standards or set(s) of standards that are relevant to their members’ 
sectors or disciplines: 

- In Belgium, Agoria distributes to its member 
companies draft standards from those national 
mirror committees for which Agoria is 
responsible. Agoria also organises seminars on 
new standards and training on the content of 
standards and publishes articles summarising 
their content in a daily electronic newsletter for 
its members. In collaboration with the collective 
research centre Sirris, Agoria has set up 
standardisation contact points for companies. 
Regarding sector standardisation activities, 
Agoria takes part in the SNO Sirris-Agoria 
committee and the ICT Standards committee in 
order to ensure the technical support and 
administrative management of Belgian 
standardisation committees. For more 
information on these topics, see the brochure 

“Guide de réglementation 
technique et normalisation”.  

 

- In Denmark, the information on 
specific standards is mainly 
provided through sector 

http://www.sirris.be/defaultPage.aspx?id=1230&LangType=1033
http://www.sos-sa.be/
http://www.sos-sa.be/
http://www.ictstandards.be/
http://www.ictstandards.be/agoria/Normenantenne_brochure_2010_FR.pdf
http://www.ictstandards.be/agoria/Normenantenne_brochure_2010_FR.pdf
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organisations, e.g. in newsletters or through networking groups within DI member 
federations. The networking groups discuss the progress and content of the different 
standards and, most importantly, the implementation of these standards. See the example 
from the packaging sector. A special leaflet on CE-marking and standardisation for 
construction products has also been developed in cooperation with the NSB and 
distributed to members of the branch federation. To exchange information and ensure 
coordination between its sector federations on standardisation initiatives, DI has 
established an internal standardisation policy group that meets 4-5 times a year. General 
information can be found on DI‟s homepage and information on horizontal standardisation 
activities and policies can be obtained via an on-line DI standardisation network. DI 
company members are also invited to meetings on general standardisation issues, such as 
strategies and revision of the European standardisation system.  

- In France, most standards are normally dealt with within the relevant Technical 
Committees. Nevertheless, in some cases, horizontal standards are discussed during 
internal meetings that are arranged by the trade federations and sometimes their sector 
manufacturers‟ associations that bare more in depth knowledge of what is relevant for their 
company members. Most of the discussions are generally carried out by means of an 
Intranet system.  

- In Germany, for the 
mechanical industry, 
VDMA provides 
information on both 
generic and 
horizontal standards, 
such as safety of 
machinery and 
machine specific 
standards, for 
example, mobile 
road construction 
machinery.  

- See example above: 
Article 2: “Formeller 
Einwand gegen EN 
500-4 "Walzen": Lösung in Sicht”. 

- In Italy, ANIMA circulates relevant information to its mostly SME company members by e-
mail and publishes it on the website of the sector trade associations involved, depending 
on the content of the standards. 

- In Spain, before the vote on standards that are relevant to sectors, our member 
association AFME prepares a report explaining the background, the position expressed in 

http://www.brugervenligemballage.dk/_root/media/39088_Emballagenyt%20Marts%202010.pdf
http://www.vdma.org/wps/myportal/Home/de/Branchen/B/BUB/Technik_und_Umwelt/BuB_A_20100208_Bie_Normung_Walzen_Einwand?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/wps/wcm/connect/vdma/Home/de/Branchen/B/BUB/Technik_und_Umwelt/BuB_A_20100208_Bie_Normung_Walzen_Einwand
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the previous stages of the vote, the main changes regarding the last stage and the 
proposal of the national or sector trade association. See below an example of the report on 
low-voltage electrical installations with requirements for special installations on swimming 
pools and other basins. 

- In Sweden, our member association TEKNIKFÖRETAGEN provides information mainly 
via ad hoc seminars and regular newsletters when relevant and needed. 

- In the United Kingdom, our member association GAMBICA puts standards for 
comment/vote on its members-only website. See example below: 

 

Our member association BEAMA provides additional information 
through its network of Technical Committees mirroring standardization 
projects, and various BEAMA guides and publications. For instance, 
for interested BEAMA members in the various product areas, an e-
mail is sent that advises on the availability for download from the 
BEAMA website of the latest, eg, fuse standardisation documents, 
with a comment facility. Access is restricted to members of the 
interested product sector. However, BEAMA guides to standards are 
now made freely available in the public area of the BEAMA website, 
for example standards on circuit breakers – follow this link. 

 

- In Germany, for the electrical sector, ZVEI informs its members about new releases of 
standards and new drafts, but not on their content, except in special working groups of the 
ZVEI products divisions. See below the executive summary of the “ZVEI 
Normungsnachrichten ”: 

 

 

http://www.beama.org.uk/en/publications/sector-publications/installation-publications.cfm/low-voltage-circuit-breaker
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Some trade associations do not provide specific information on standards to their company 
members for the following reasons: 

- They do not have the resources for carrying out such a task. 

- Concrete information on the content of standards is available from the national 
standardisation body, thus there is no need for the trade association to duplicate work (e.g. 
in Switzerland).  

- In the Netherlands, the national standardisation body NEN provides a service called NEN 
Connect, enabling registered users to have access to a predetermined set of sector 
relevant standards, regularly maintained and updated by NEN. Additionally summaries of 
other standards can be obtained. 

 

4&5: More than half of respondents declare that they have negotiated 
with NSBs special price reductions for sets of relevant standards in their 
sectors of industry.  

- In Belgium, Agoria has negotiated a special 10% price reduction for sets of relevant 
standards in its industry sectors (electrical, mechanical, metalworking). 

- In Denmark, SMEs with fewer than 10 employees automatically benefit from special 
reductions. Price reduction on a standard or sets of standards from the Danish standards 
organisation can be obtained by companies if several experts from the same company 
participate in the corresponding standardisation committee or if the enterprise – usually a 
large one – buys a large number of standards. Currently, the participation fee for SMEs 
with fewer than 10 employees is 10,000 DKK (about 1,350 Euros) compared to 18,000 
DKK (about 2,400 Euros) for other companies. In the wood-working sector, the trade 
associations have negotiated a lump sum covering the fees for a Working Group chairman, 
and also enabling members to participate free of charge in the standardisation working 
groups and European TC. 

- In France, direct members of AFNOR have obtained a 5% special price reduction on the 
purchase of standards. Members of the trade federation FIEEC, that covers around 1900 
companies, benefit from a special reduction on the price of electrical standards, which may 
be supplemented by an additional reduction depending on the number of standards that 
have been ordered. The current average selling price for a standard on electronic goods is 
70 euros.  

- In Germany, our member association VDMA has negotiated special price reductions 
directly with DIN for the 
complete sets of 
horizontal standards on 
lifts and escalators (see 
example).  

The price reduction 
amounts to as much as 

90% for 

http://www.din-vdma-aufzuege-fahrtreppen.de/
http://www.din-vdma-aufzuege-fahrtreppen.de/
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complete sets of horizontal standards for the safety of machinery (see example) thanks to 
the technical input provided by VDMA to the drafting of the DIN guide “Safety of 
machinery”. 

- In Italy, our member association ANIMA has negotiated with the Italian standards 
organisation UNI a significant reduction of up to 50% of the normal price on all standards 
relating to the mechanical sector for its 1000 company members. 

- In Spain, AFME has negotiated a 70% reduction on the price of standards for all of its 129 
member companies. This bargain is applicable to the whole catalogue of AENOR 
(Spanish) standards and is proportionate to the number of pages contained in the 
standard. 

- In the United Kingdom, GAMBICA members are invited to visit its office and look at the 
comprehensive standards library. BEAMA members have a limited discount and special 
arrangements. Members representing BEAMA on BSI Technical Committees, with BEAMA 
as their nominating body, receive free copies of those standards. As a subscribing member 
of the BSI, BEAMA can purchase any standard for its own use at a 50% discount. 

 

The other half of respondents to our inquiry had not concluded such pricing agreements with their 
national standards body for the following reasons:   

- Resistance of the national standards organisation.  

- Little interest from sectors where the trade association initiated some projects.  

- Various practical reasons which prevented the trade association from concluding an 
agreement.  

 

 

6: Most associations provide education, training and advice to their SME 
members in order to support the implementation of standards in their 
business processes in various ways: seminars, leaflets and other 
publications, the provision of advice on request, or any combination of these. 

 

- Via seminars: 

o In France, FIEEC organises seminars occasionally. At FIM‟s request for the mechanical 
sector, the 
standardisation office 
UNM organises 
training seminars for 
companies twice a 
year. 

o In Germany, VDMA 
organises seminars 
on both generic and 
horizontal standards, 
such as safety of 
machinery (see as 
example several 
seminars on EN 
13849-1 “Safety 
related parts of 
control systems for 

http://www.beuth.de/langanzeige/Leitfaden+Maschinensicherheit+in+Europa/de/3715398.html
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machinery”) as well on machine specific standards in the relevant departments of VDMA. 

o In Italy, ANIMA organises training courses or seminars occasionally, at the request of its 
members and depending on the relevance of standards for their business. 

o In Spain, AFME organises seminars in collaboration with AENOR to present new national 
standards or modifications of existing ones. These seminars take place at national trade 
fairs, professional colleges, etc.  

o Several member trade associations have mentioned that NSBs organise seminars on 
their own initiative. 

 

- Via leaflets and other publications: 

o In Spain, AFME distributes 
leaflets to promote seminars 
on standards or to highlight 
the most relevant points of a 
standard. 

See this leaflet as an example. 

 

o In the United Kingdom, through the 
work of its own shadow Technical 
Committees, BEAMA publishes various 
guides which  provide its SMEs with a 
better understanding of a number of 
standards. These BEAMA guides are 
publicly available on its website. free of 
charge  

 

 

 

- Via the provision of advice on request: 

o In Denmark, advice can be given through the sector organisations or directly from the 
NSB. 

o In France, FIEEC‟s trade associations in the electrical sectors help company experts by 
carrying out standardisation work on their behalf, on a case-by-case basis. For FIM sector 
companies this service is provided through the technical centres, such as CETIM, CETIAT, 
IS, which are managed by the trade associations. 

o In the United Kingdom, advice together with occasional education and training can be 
provided when requested. 

 

- Through a combination of the above-mentioned means: 

o In Germany, for the mechanical sector, our member association VDMA has direct 
responsibility for the DIN department for mechanical engineering. Therefore, VDMA has 
issued a publication on European directives and safety standards for machinery, with 
special attention to application issues of the new Machinery Directive. Check this link to 

http://www.safybox.com/web/pdf/FOLLETO%20UNE210008%20Cuadros%20Obra.pdf
http://www.beama.org.uk/en/publications/
http://www.vdma.org/wps/portal/Home/de/VDMAThemen/Technik_und_Umwelt/Normung/NAM_Muellers_A_20091222_12te_Auflage?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/wps/wcm/connect/vdma/Home/de/VDMAThemen/Technik_und_Umwelt/Normung/NAM_Muellers_A_20091222_12te_Auflage
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read the publication. In the electrical field, it is the working groups of the product divisions 
of our trade association member ZVEI that decide whether to provide detailed information 
on standards or not. Some of the product divisions such as "Lighting" or "Installation 
systems" do so, others do not. 

Two respondents – TEKNIKFÖRETAGEN from Sweden and SWISSMEM from Switzerland stated 
that this type of assistance is provided by the national standardisation organisations and that it is not 
the policy of the trade association to provide such services. In the Netherlands, the standardisation 
body NEN offers an extended programme of courses and training aimed at specific sectors of 
industry. However due to scarce resources, cooperation with the relevant sectors is either non-
existent or very limited.  

 

INFORMATION ON STANDARDISATION PROJECTS 
 

7: Almost all respondents provide information on standardisation 
projects relevant to their members’ sectors or disciplines in various 
ways: 

- In France, information on New Work Item Projects (NWIPs) is provided by the trade 
association members of our member trade federations FIEEC and FIM. See some examples 
from the FIM website.  

- In Germany, for the mechanical sector, VDMA provides information on NWIPs directly, as it 
manages the DIN department for mechanical engineering (NAM) under a delegated 
responsibility from the 
national standards 
organisation DIN.  

See page 75 of the 
report of the CEN-
CENELEC study “SME 
access to European 
Standardisation”. 

For the electrical 
sector, ZVEI provides 
information on NWIPs 
via publications and 
circulars, such as 
“ZVEI Normungs-
nachrichten”. Projects 
of general interest are 
communicated in ZVEI 
technical circulars. As 
ZVEI product divisions 
have several technical 
Working Groups, they 
deal with 
standardisation issues 
to a large extent and 
discuss NWIPs in 
particular.  

 

http://www.fim.net/main/core.php?pag_id=15789
http://www.cenelec.eu/NR/rdonlyres/88D06BD5-CA51-479D-A416-AB1F3BE67E66/0/SMEAccessReport20090821.pdf
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- In Italy, ANIMA provides information on NWIPs and notification of public enquiries via specific 
communications by 
email, publication 
on website and 
monthly bulletins. 
For example:  

 

 

- In Spain, AFME 
participates as an 
accredited expert 
in many Cenelec 
Working Groups and holds the 
Secretariat of several mirror Committees 
relevant to its sectors (See Web site).  

As such, AFME provides its members 
that participate in the national committee 
activities with meeting reports and 
documentation regarding new and 
ongoing standardisation projects and 
their main implications for member 
companies, especially SMEs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- In Switzerland, SWISSMEM provides information on NWIPs which are relevant for the 
majority of its members only, for example, the safety of machinery. 

- In the United Kingdom, BEAMA provides information on NWIPs and other developments by 
means of its network of product groups and shadow Technical Committees, into which its 
SME members are fully integrated. BEAMA also briefs supply chain partners.  

 

 

 

8: NSBs are generally providing sufficient standardisation information in 
order to help Orgalime member associations to support their own 
company members. 

http://afme.es/plantilla.php?id_menu=3&id=19&subseccio=0&idioma=ang
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- In Denmark, the NSB, DS, provides sufficient standardisation information in newsletters, 
on its website and on demand via its custormer service centre.  Furthermore, the Orgalime 
member, DI, has two seats (and actually the chairmanship) of a DS stakeholder 
standardisation policy forum, the role of which is to advise the management on general 
standardisation policy issues and strategies, including services to companies and other 
stakeholders.  

- In France, our member associations FIM and FIEEC consider that UNM and UTE provide 
a sufficiently large amount of information on standardisation for the mechanical and 
electrical industry via newsletters and their websites. On this basis, both of them take 
initiatives to help SMEs to improve their understanding of standards relevant to their fields. 
For instance, FIEEC has invited CENELEC and IEC desk officers to deliver additional 
information to French electro-technical SME experts willing to attend a half-day or day 
information seminar. 

- In Germany, our member associations VDMA and ZVEI consider that DIN and DKE 
provide them with sufficient standardisation information. See also experience from VDMA 
on page 75 of the CEN-CENELEC study on “SME access to European Standardisation”. 

- In Italy, ANIMA considers that NSBs provide a sufficient amount of information on 
standardisation. 

- In the Netherlands, as stated before, NEN offers information and training directly to our 
members (and non-members). 

- In Spain, AENOR organises annual training seminars on standardisation tools and general 
concepts. AENOR channels information from standardisation committees to companies in 
AFME sectors, as AFME holds the Secretariat of these standardisation committees. 

- In Switzerland, SWISSMEM considers that NSBs provide sufficient information on 
standardisation, but it is not filtered so sometimes becomes an information flood. 

- In the United Kingdom, BSI has specific rules for trade associations, which allow them to 
provide ongoing information on standards‟ development to their company members. BSI 
makes a great deal of information publicly available on its website, including NWIPs and 
Drafts for Public Comment, as well as providing comprehensive information to our electro-
technical member associations GAMBICA and BEAMA. 

 

 

 

 

 

9: Several Orgalime members have negotiated special conditions with 
the NSBs in their country to facilitate access to standardisation 
Technical Committees for their member companies, including SMEs.  

 

Such facilitated access was agreed for member companies under the following conditions: 

- In Belgium, Agoria has negotiated special conditions to facilitate access to a number of 
national mirror standardisation committees for its member companies, for example SNO 
Sirris-Agoria committee and ICT Standards committee. For the electro technical area, the 
Agoria membership includes the access to BEC. 

http://www.cenelec.eu/NR/rdonlyres/88D06BD5-CA51-479D-A416-AB1F3BE67E66/0/SMEAccessReport20090821.pdf
http://www.sos-sa.be/
http://www.sos-sa.be/
http://www.ictstandards.be/
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- In Denmark, the conditions of access to standardisation Technical Committees depends 
on sectors and areas, and decisions made in the standardisation working groups. 

- In France, in the mechanical field, the financial conditions for accessing standardisation 
work through UNM are collectively met by the trade associations and not directly by the 
member companies. 

- In Germany, for the mechanical sector, access to standardisation Technical Committees is 
free of charge for industry through VDMA‟s NAM committees. However, companies have 
to pay a fee for participation in committees directly allocated to DIN. 

- In Switzerland, our member association SWISSMEM has negotiated a reduced price to 
enable its member companies to have access to standardisation Technical Committees.  

 

Several respondents explained that it was not possible or needed to negotiate special rates to 
access standardisation work for their member companies for the following reasons: 

- In Germany, our member association ZVEI nominates standardisation experts from 
electro-technical industries to participate in the national Technical Committees, according 
to the NSB rules. There are no preferential and thus discriminatory rules that would favour 
access to standardisation work for ZVEI member companies. 

- In the Netherlands, owing to its controlling position, NEN does not feel the need to obtain 
commercial benefit from granting price reductions to members of trade associations. Some 
major companies have been able to negotiate special conditions directly with NEN. 

- In the United Kingdom, facilitated access to national standardisation Technical 
Committees is not considered as necessary because SME members of our trade 
association BEAMA already are fully integrated into standardisation work through 
BEAMA‟s own Technical Committees, which shadow and have representation on the NSB 
committees. SME‟s in membership of BEAMA are also able to take representational roles, 
supported by this network, at NSB, European and International level. For example the 
current UK-nominated Chair of IEC TC 32 is a BEAMA SME.  The British standards 
organisation BSI expects representative bodies such as BEAMA, with nominated members 
on BSI Technical Committees, to have a wide consultative mechanism. For GAMBICA 
members, there are no special access conditions either. Nevertheless, GAMBICA has 
been involved in developing and improving access rules for all UK Trade Associations. 

 

 

~=~=+=~=~
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Questionnaire circulated to Orgalime members 

(from March to May 2010) 

 

TRADE ASSOCIATION: 

Contact person (+ email): 

Questions Answer Comments 

1. Are NSBs in your country providing your 
association with sufficient advice on the 
relevant standards that are available to 
your members?  (e.g. on web sites, via 
newsletters, or on request) 

 YES  

 NO 

2. Do you provide information on the content 
of standards or set(s) of standards relevant 
for your members‟ sectors or disciplines?  

 YES  

 NO 

3. If YES, can you provide examples incl. in 
your home language? (links to pages of 
your web site, attachments etc...) 

 YES  

 NO 

4. Have you negotiated with NSBs special 
price reductions for sets of relevant 
standards for your sectors of industry? 

 YES  

 NO 

5. If YES, can you specify: 

- the number of sets/standards covered by 
your agreement? 

- the percentage of reduction compared to 
normal price? 

- the average single price by standard? 

- the number of companies concerned? 

 YES 
 

 NO 

6. Does your association provide education, 
training and advice to SMEs to support their 
implementation of standards in their 
business processes? 

 YES  

 NO 

7. Do you inform your members of 
standardisation projects relevant to their 
sector or discipline? 

 YES  

 NO 

8. Are NSBs in your country providing you 
with standardisation information in order to 
help you support your members? 

 YES  

 NO 

9. Have you negotiated with NSBs special 
conditions to facilitate access to 
standardisation TCs for your member 
companies? 

 YES 
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List of Orgalime members that responded to the questionnaire on 
access to standardisation to their member companies,  

especially SMEs 

 

Oscar Querol for AFME (CONFEMETAL), Spain 

Marc Cumps and Dirk De Moor for AGORIA, Belgium 

Paola Capellini for ANIMA, Italy 

Anne Humberstone for BEAMA, UK 

Annette Dragsdahl for DI, Denmark 

Jean-Pierre Isnard for FIEEC, France 

Philippe Contet for FIM, France 

Doede Bakker and Chris van den Dries for FME-CWM, the Netherlands 

Ian Clasper for Gambica, UK 

Janez Renko for GZS-MPIA, Slovenia 

Urs Meier for SWISSMEM, Switzerland 

Maria Sandqvist for Teknikföretagen, Sweden 

Toivo Haatio for Technology Industries of Finland 

Gerhard Steiger for VDMA, Germany 

Haimo Huhle for ZVEI, Germany 

 

 

 

 

 

For contact details, please check the Orgalime web site: 

http://www.orgalime.org/about/members.htm 

or contact Philippe Portalier, Senior Adviser, at Orgalime: 

(email: first.name@orgalime.org) 

 
 
 

http://www.orgalime.org/about/members.htm

